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Synopsis

* Can approach this book as either an experienced Linux or Novell administrator * Even includes
detailed intro to working with SUSE Linux, and related programs like RPM, YaST, and Samba *
Contains all necessary information to prepare for the CLE certification
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Customer Reviews

I have a long background with Netware but not so much with Linux, and I've been trying to get a
handle on Open Enterprise Server on SUSE Linux. I can find plenty of information on running
virtually any distribution of Linux, but OES Linux is a pretty different beast. I think this book is
particularly great for someone trying to make the transition from Netware to Linux. It seems to do a
great job of introducing essential Linux tools for administration, as well as how the Novell
management tools tie everything together. I think the book has most everything you'd need to know
about how to run the OES Netware kernel, but it mostly just introduces the Linux side of things.
However, that's fine for me. Once I know what the proper tools are for a given situation, I'm more
than able to go research command-line options etc on my own. There are plenty of other books for
that.

If you are NetWare 5x administrator, this is good documents for maigrate into Novell Openenterprise
Server(OES). There are differences between Linux and NetWare version. And how can I create
NSS volume on SuSE Linux system. A lot of pictures.
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